
ANSWERING OBJECTIONS 
HOW TO STUDY THE BIBLE – PART 8 
 

 

 

“In meekness instructing those that oppose themselves…” 

 

~ 2 Timothy 2:25 

 
 

1. Answering Objections 
a. When you avoid doctrines and some people, objections will occur - 2 Tim 2:23 
b. Objections are potential roadblocks in your study. Know about them. – Titus 1:9 

c. Do not cower or hide from objections. They are very instructional.  

d. Objections occur when the Bible interferes with treasured imaginations. 2 Cor 10:5 
e. Taking away sacred cows can destroy foundations. Be gentle. 2 Tim 2:24 

f. Do not be objectionable, they oppose themselves, not you - 2 Tim 2:25 
 

2. Objections to the Method – You Can Study On Your Own 
a. What about hard words? 
b. It’s profitable to learn new words. Let the Bible define them. (A concordance helps) 

c. What about difficult passages? 
d. They will be hard for everyone. Interpret the hard by the easy. Read the context. 

e. What about commentaries, other Christian literature, study helps? 
f. They all have bias, know the bias going in. Use only after your study of the text. 

g. What about listening to other pastors, or teacher so-and-so? 
h. It is not your Bible study. If they fail to rightly divide, they cannot get very far. 
 

3. Objections to the Message 
a. What kind of cult is this? – One that studies the Bible - Acts 24:14-15 
b. Who else teaches this? – Does it matter if God does? - Rom 3:4  

i. Our faith does not rest on the tradition of men – Gal 1:11-12, Col 2:8 
c. Why have I never heard of it before? – It is clearly in the Bible, Eph 3:1-2, Col 1:26 

i. Many teachers operate solely for numbers and influence – Titus 1:11 
d. How can so many people be wrong? – ‘What is popular is not always right’ ~ Mom.  

i. The majority is often not right - (flood, Gen 11, little flock, Samuel, etc.) 
ii. “Hell is paved with good intentions” 

e. Why can’t we all just get along? – God does not sacrifice sound doctrine for peace.  
i. Peace comes from right judgment, not compromise – 1Cor 1:10, Isa 9:7 

 

4. Objections to the Meaning 
a. What about all the social problems? – Behavior and politics reflect doctrine 

i. Christian soldiers must be equipped – 2 Tim 2:2-3, 1 Cor 4:1-2 

ii. We need to discernment to be able to judge civil matters  
b. What does Bible study have to do with my life? – There are people that ask this.  

i. It is about aligning your life to God’s will, and not yours – Rom 8:29 
c. What’s the point of study, if I don’t feel God/good? – It takes work to grow up.  

i. Churches have replaced Bible study with an emotional relationship doctrine 
ii. The result of work is skill, aptitude, maturity, spiritual growth, courage. 

d. It will not earn you money, power, or even pleasure, but you will know God.  


